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This piece is trying to create an immersive and magical experience. Music and the concert experience itself are rituals that we are a part of each time we step into a concert hall. I wanted 
to give this ritual a deeper meaning and give create an atmosphere where any moment could be magic, and a shared feeling of togetherness could be achieved.  
I worked with real magicians and mediums while creating the piece. Educating myself on how these rituals work and it informed the formal structure of the piece.      



























2. Evoking the powers / Ask for protection
for bassflute, alto saxophone, cello, 
percussion, participants and spirits. 
5. Returning the remaining powers/spirits
s t a f u r
1. Setting the space
composers note : 
3. The intentions
The piece is a magic ritual, for four musicians (Bass Flute, Alto Sax, Viola, Percussion). The intentions for the ceremony is set individually, both 
by the musicians and the audience. The audience is invited to be part of the ritual in guided participation. The fragments of text are from 
Voluspa and ancient Sanscrit. 
Stafur means letter (alphabet) or a cane. But here it refers to a magic symbol (Galdra - Stafur) from traditional 
Icelandic/Nordic Magic Runes. The particular Magic Rune I selected for the ceremony, informs both the spatialization and paths of motion of 
the musicians and in part the musical decisions. The Rune comes from the book "Galdra Skraeda Skugga," which is a collection of Icelandic 
magic ceremonies and magic runes that were practiced and used for hundreds of years. 
In the phase of the compositional process, I consulted a great deal with a few magicians and angles. I am deeply thankful for all the beams 
and forces that got sent my way. 
Namaha!






Before the piece starts: Someone introduces the piece and explains the audience's participation. 
1.   The Rubbing of the stones 
2.   The setting of the intentions 
3.   The mantra - Ham Heem Hum, 
                              Gam, Geem, Gum, 
                              Sam, Seem, Sum.
4.   The Air Whistle
First Scene: Setting of the Space
1.   Everyone stands in a circle with the instruments in their hand, accept the percussionist who has a pair of small stones.   
      Ca. 10 - 15 seconds – standing still with closed eyes, feeling the space. 
2.   The Percussionist cues the audience to start rubbing the stones together and the ensemble members to air-whistle.  
3.  The percussionist goes to his main station – and ensemble picks up their instruments. Start playing – 
      At the beginning of each phrase, the percussionist will point in a direction, that direction indicates who will start the     
      next long note-phrase - whenever not playing move slow towards your station. It should take you almost all the time  
      of the movement. 
4.  At the end of the movement, percussionist needs to help the audience to fade out slowly,  
     with a hand gesture.
Second Scene: Evoking the powers / Ask for protection
1. Everyone is on their main stations. 
2. Percussionist needs to count out a full measure to show the tempo. 
    He starts the movement. 
Speaking the name of the power dwarfs: Somewhat loud, monotone, but not acting. 
Between speaking and whispering. 
Third Scene: The Intentions
1.   Saxophone and Viola – start gathering the intentions from the audience with baskets. 
2. Only the percussionist and flutist are playing. Sandbags- Bass Flute.
3.  They slowly walk from their stations towards the middle. (9+2) – is the metric layout for the percussionist. 
4.   At the end when saxophone and viola have gathered all the papers from the  
       audience, they gracefully come to their side of the Pedestal (Center station). 
Fourth Scene: The Spell
1.   Everyone is at their side of the Pedestal (Center station) - Percussionist starts to  
       ring the big Chinese bowl and cues everyone to start speaking the Mantra. 
2. Everyone starts on their material slowly.  Whenever Percussionist hits the bowl,     
    everybody looks in the eye of each other and slowly rotates one station to the left. 
    Whenever Percussionist: shakes the shaker with her left hand, everybody looks up      
     in the air. Happens here and there!
 
Move to the next material, after the rotation.
When you feel the spell has reached its peak, make a medium-slow fade out. 
Fifth Scene: Returning of the remaining (unnecessary) powers
1. All except the Alto Saxophone goes to the next station.  (Bass flute and Viola to    
    their number 2 stations and Percussionist to the main percussion station.) 
The Percussionist cues the start of the next movement by bowing the Alm Glocken for 
a whole measure before the Saxophone starts. 
Saxophone player stands in the center of the room.
 The Superball mallet on the bass drum will cue the Saxophone, that the movement is 
coming to an end.  
Right at the end, when the bass drum stops, the sensemble cues the audience too 
starts the air whistle.
Sixth Scene (final): Thanking the spirits and the earth
1.   Whenever there is a Tam Tam Roll – Bow your head for the time of the roll. 
2.    After the first long Tam Tam Roll – Start a prolonged build-up. 
       Order of start: Bass flute – Alto Sax – Viola. 
3.   (Bass flute, Sax, Viola) Each time – after a Tam Tam roll – 
      Move on to the next material. 







The Percussionist is the master of the ceremony and dictates time. 
Quarter tones are notated as following:
Notation varies between movements. 
Movements are indicated with instructions in the boxed text in the score. 
Players are asked to vocalize at a few different moments in the piece. 
Bass Flute:
noteheads
: on air : whistle tone : tongue ram
: breath in : breath out
These are the two multiphonics used in the piece 
and their fingerings. Both the multiphonics are in the 
"The Spell."  
layout:








The Electronics for this piece are fixed tracks. There are three tracks, one plays right from the start, and the other cue is during the
"The Spell", the last cue is after The Spell and runs to the end. The electronics are very subtle and are merely there to color, create fake resonance, and evoke 
another dimension. So be mindful of the levels, they should always be under the overall level of the ensemble. The tracks are played from a Max/MSP patch, 
and the mixed in Quad. The Patch can be obtained by composer (email: sonurhilmars@gmail.com)
Percussion:
Beaters:
Soft mallets (Tam Tam and Gongs)
Hard mallets (Alm glocken and Gong)
Bass drum mallet
Chinese bowl wood stick
2x Contra Bass bows (Crotales, Gong, Tam Tam, Alm Glocken)
Broom sticks (Bass drum)
2 x Superball mallets
Bass Drum
Tam Tam
Alm Glocken (middle C#)
2 x Nibble Gongs (Thai, E, F#)
Wooden wind Chimes
2 x Sandbags (Croixix, Shakers)
Large Tibetan bowl (Low, B)
Crotales (Lower Octave)
Never dampen any instrument, let everything vibrate.
Percussion
Percussion list:
S.P. :  Sul Pont 
M.S.P. :  Molto Sul Pont 
S.T. :  Sul Tasto
 
: half air and half pitch 
: mostly pitch 
: mostly air, noise 
The two multiphonics 
utilized in the piece, 
and thier fingering: 






For bass flute, alto saxophone, cello, percussion, 

























Everyone stands in a circle, 
a moment of connection and serenity.
ca. "15
wait for the cue - start to air-whistle 
ca. "15
pp
 air-whistle - holding the instrument
& ∑U
ca. "15
wait for the cue - start to air-whistle 
ca. "15
pp
 air-whistle - holding the instrument
? ∑U
ca. "15
wait for the cue - start to air-whistle 
ca. "15
pp
 air-whistle - holding the instrument
/ ∑U
ca. "15
Pick up a pair of stones - 


































Start slowly moving  towards
your next station. Super slow, turn towards
the direction the master of ceremony is blessing. 
Always stop when playing.
Face north "9
B œ
Choose one pitch, each time a different pitch. 
Appear from the noise floor, always 1/2 air, 







Start slowly moving  towards
your next station. Super slow, turn towards
the direction the master of ceremony is blessing. 
Always stop when playing.
"9
b œ
Choose one pitch, each time a different pitch. 
Appear from the noise floor, always 1/2 air, 







Start slowly moving  towards
your next station. Super slow, turn towards
the direction the master of ceremony is blessing. 
Always stop when playing.
Face north "9
<B .œ n.œ>
Choose one pitch, each time a different pitch. 
Appear from the noise floor, always light bow and,
quartertone gliss. and fluxations are welcome.






Put stones down in a circle - 
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slow movement between Sul Tasto and Sul Pont.
Muted string, mostly noise
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Muted string, mostly noise











Face and point West
∑ ∑
6 6 ) 6 6 Ó
Ó ) 6 ) 6
6 6 ) 6 6 Ó
Ó Œ æææœ æææœ æææ̇ æææœ æææœ Œ Ó

































Breath when nessecary, try to hide it in the noise floor.






∑ ∑ ∑ <B .œ n.œ>















Face and point East
∑




œ œ ‰ œœ Œ æææœ æææw æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇ ™ æææœ æææœ æææ̇ ™ æææœ Ó ™ Ó ™ Œ














































Œ Œ œµ ∑
œ# œB Ó
Ó œµ œ Ó 6 6
œ œ ‰ œœ Œ æææœ æææœ æææ̇ æææœ æææœ Ó ™ Ó ™ æææœ æææœ æææœ æææœ æææœ



























































Muted string, mostly noise
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æææœ Ó ™ œ œ ‰ œœ Œ Œ œ œ ‰ œœ Œ æææœ






















Arrive at your station




Arrive at your station
∑
















Œ œµ œ Ó
æææ̇ æææ̇ æææœ æææ̇ æææœ Œ Ó ™














































































Mostly noise and air
>























/ ∑  Bring out noise content in the harmonics,





































































Œ ‰ ¿j ¿ Œ
Ó Ó ˙ œ œ œBJ ‰ 7 ≈
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Œ ¿ ¿j Ó
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Œ ‰ œj œ œ ≈ Œ
æææœ œ œj ‰ ) œ œ œ œj ‰ Œ Ó Ó )b ˙ ˙ œ œJ ‰ 7 ≈ œ# œ œ œµ œ œn œb œ#
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Œ Œ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿j ‰ Ó Œ ¿ ¿ Œ Ó
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s.ball> Broom stick (B.Stick)
B.D




f p f pp f
Tam Tam>
mp
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œn œ Œœ œµ OB O OO OO OJ ‰Oj O Oµ ≈ ææœB Oµ Oj ‰ ‰ œn j œ œ œ œ œj ‰ Ó
O Oµ ‰ œ œ œ œµ
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f pp mp pp mp pp mf pp
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Œ Œ Œ œ œj Œ
‰ œj œJ ˙ œb œ œ œœ œJ
j ‰ ÓÓ ‰7 ≈ ‰ œj œJ ˙ œb œ œœ œj ‰ Œ
Œ Œ œ œj Ó
œ œ̇ œb œœ œJ
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‰
Ó Œ œ œj ‰ Œ Œ Ó
‰ œJ œ œ œJ ‰ Ó Œ OB O OO OOj ‰ OJ ‰ Œ ‰ œJ œ œ œ œ
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Start slowly walking  towards the middle, stop each time you have a long note. 



























Start gathering the intentions from the audience
 
? ∑
Start gathering the intentions from the audience
 
/ L
Croixix (Shakers) in each hand
pp
R simile
Start slowly walking  towards the middle, stop each time you have a halfnote. 
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æææœn æææœ œ œ˜J ‰





































































































¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¿ Œ Œ Œ æææœ æææœ æææœ œ œJ ‰
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œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ æææ̇̇ œ œ œ œ
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Duration ca. 4 -5 min















They should be reciting the 
mantra through out this movement. 
1. Cue the audience to start reciting the mantra.







1. Cue the audience to start reciting the mantra. 
1. Cue the audience to start reciting the mantra. 
1. Cue the audience to sta 







3. Start on the main layer. Make the Tibetan bowl 
    ring as stable as possible.   
Let Tibetan bowl ring 
Main Layer: 




“5 - 7 sec.
2. Have the Croix (sand-bag) in one hand and 
   the mallet for the chinese bowl in other. 
once every 45 - 60 sec.
Once every 20 -30 sec.
4. Set in motion the rotation ca. every 45-60 sec. with
    a loud hit onto the side of the Tibetan bowl.   
















3. After each rotation go on to next 
    material. Give each transition time.  
2. Start slowly introducing 
     the first material.
2. Start slowly introducing the first material. 
3. After each rotation go on to next 
    material. Give each transition time.  
Sing upper notes, play the lower.   
Variations in lengths, dynamics  (ppp-pp-p) 
and different pacing of to  the arival of the unison. 
Start small.
4. Keep the mantra alive. Try to stagger
    with the other performers. Gradually 
    add intesity to all actions.   
Play with irregular dynamics, color changes, and length.
 Dynamic range (pp-p-mp), add gradually.
Add singing a minor third under and gliss. 
upward to the B.  Dynamic range (pp- mf).
Sing a 3rd lower and gliss. towards the fundimental. 
Play with duration and dynamics (p -ff ). Try to bring  out 
as much of the higher partials as possible.
Bring out the higher harmonics (5th and higher), 
variation in length. Start small. Try to keep an 
arc shape to each phrase, in dynamics and range. 
Dynamic Range ppp - p. 
4. Keep the matra alive. Try to stagger
    with the other performers. Gradually 
    add intesity to all actions.   
Add flz. slowly and add gradually  
intensity to the dynamic range.
Add intesity, and random key clicks, bisb., 
and more dynamic range.
Play with duration and dynamics.
dynamic range p - ff.  and bring out  
the different complexities of the 
multiphonic.
Irregular bow speed, speech-like, variation  
in length and within a small irregular dynamic  
range (ppp - p). Start small.
2. Start slowly introducing the first material. 
3. After each rotation go on to next 
    material. Give each transition time.  
4. Keep the mantra alive. Try to stagger
    with the other performers. Gradually 
    add intesity to all actions.   
Circular bowing - speech-like, play with irregular rhythm and dynamics,
length and within the dynamic range (p - mp).
Irregular rhythm, length, bow speed and dynamics, within the dynamic range pp - mf 




The Percussionist is the master of the Ceremony. 
Each time he hits the bowl, the group establishes 
eye contact and ceremonially rotates together to 
the next position. Do not rush this procedure. 
Each time the bowl is hit and after the rotation, 
the performers goes slowly onto the next musical 
material. Never stop in the middle of your material.
3. When the Spell has reached its peak, make a 

























Alm G. for 4 sec.
¯
Airsound, C2 palmkey ventilated



















sine tones - harmony - fixed
Really soft - harmonic color
ppp
o o o
) ) ) ™ ) Œ Ó



































































molto sul pont. erratic bow pressure
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Flautando- erratic bow pressure
molto sul pont. 






o o o o o o
ppp










Flautando- erratic bow pressure
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Flautando- erratic bow pressure
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High soft and fragile harmonics- long 
durations, soft attack and smooth decay,
try to come in and out of the texture.
o o Start slowly moving towards north station, hesitate after each step
When you 
hear the Alm Glocken
bowed for the second time 
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Start slowly moving towards the final station,  













Super soft - almost just air sound 





Start slowly moving towards the final station,  
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6. Thanking spirits of the heavens 
















∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑
pp
Cue Audience to start air whistle
 
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
/ ∑ ∑
pp
Cue Audience to start air whistle
 
& ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
/ ∑ ∑
pp
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p pp mp p ppp p ppp p ppp ppp p pp p






with soft beaters l.v.
3
l.v. l.v. l.v. l.v. l.v. l.v. l.v. l.v.
3
/
æææœ æææœ ≈ æææœ æææœ Œ æææœ æææœ ≈ æææœ æææœ æææœJ ‰ Œ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææœ Œ æææœ æææœ æææœ ≈ æææœ æææœ ≈ æææœ Œ æææœ æææœ æææœ ‰ æææœ æææœ æææœR ≈ æææœ ≈ æææœ ‰ æææœJ æææ̇ æææœ ‰ æææœ













æææœ æææœ ≈ æææœ æææœ Œ æææw æææ̇ æææœ æææœj ‰ ‰ æææœJ æææœ æææ̇ æææœ Œ æææœ æææœ ‰ ‰ æææœJ æææœ æææœ æææœJ ‰ æææœ






pp ppp ppp pp ppp
/
l.v.
Wait until everyone has found 
unison, hold in together for 
a beautiful amount of time. l.v.U
/
æææ̇ æææ̇ æææœ Œ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇ æææ̇






µ  œµ œœ œ œ #  œ# œœ œ œ  œ œœ œ œ U  w
"30 "40 "10-15
Dynamic range (ppp - mp)
&
A little less intense. 
Dynamic range (ppp - p)
Wait until everyone
has found unison
and hold it. 
"beautiful amount
 Dynamic range (ppp - mp)
"beautiful amount
"beautiful amount
A little less intense. 




A little less intense. Dynamic range (ppp - p) Dynamic range (ppp - pp) Keep within the same dynamic range (ppp - pp)
Wait until everyone
has found unison
and hold it. 
Wait until everyone
has found unison
and hold it. 
Keep within the same dynamic 
range (ppp - pp)
Keep within the same dynamic 
range (ppp - pp)
3 2
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